Armed for the Future…continued from page 26
“Orthocare is in the process of working with a number of
the partners in the program to establish a joint venture and to
license the technology and all relevant intellectual property from
the other participants, allowing the limb system to be built for
commercial use. Subject to legal agreements, we hope to play a
role—perhaps even the leading role—working in conjunction
with some of the other key performers in the DARPA program
to nurture the transition of this technology into an integrated
system that can then be manufactured and delivered.”
Once the MPL reaches commercial availability, reimbursement becomes a challenge for candidate users of the limb.
Although the different terminal devices and hand configurations can eventually be sold to all consumers, payor approval
may initially be difficult to obtain.
“Part of our effort will be to collect scientific data to show the
efficacy of these systems versus some of the existing technology in terms of functional performance, user acceptance, and
relative outcomes,” Harshbarger says. “Such data should help us
make the case that the payor and reimbursement communities
should support these technologies over other options.”

Was It Worth It?

“I feel very good about it,” he concludes. “I don’t know if I could
live long enough to do it over again, but I’m definitely proud of
having been involved, and happy with the legacy that will come
from it.” O&P EDGE
Judith Philipps Otto is a freelance writer who has assisted with marketing and public relations
for various clients in the O&P profession. She has been a newspaper writer and editor and has
won national and international awards as a broadcast writer-producer.
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Playing a key leadership role in a project that has already made history was the chance of a lifetime, Harshbarger admits. “In the final
analysis, I believe we will have achieved all of the goals that DARPA
set forth—and we will have also seeded lots of technologies that
didn’t appear to be either related or plausible when we started.

Photograph of the MPL by Tom Van Doren, PhD, VP, Robotic Systems, HDT Engineering Services.
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